PHOTOPLATES
Plate 1: A Village Scene

Plate 2: A family of a weaver
Plate 3: Warping the *endi* yarn

Plate 4: A Weaver spinning thread in her drop spindle
Plate 5: A weaver preparing yarn for weaving

Plate 6: A Spinning Wheel
Plate 7: Weaving endi wrapper

Plate 8: Yarn wound in bobbins
Plate 9: An endi wrapper starched and kept for drying.

Plate 10: A few woven products.
Plate 11: An *endi* stole

Plate 12: A shawl woven with *endi* and acrylic yarn
Plate 13: Weavers waiting for buyers for their yarn

Plate 14: A scene of the Bijaynagar endi market